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President’s Message
Welcome to the fourth-quarter edition of the NTCC
Commerce Magazine
It is close to the end of 2020, and I can imagine that
many people would like for 2020 to be over with, and
to start 2021 with a clean slate. Indeed, 2020 has
been an interesting year that will change the way we
do business. Some of the good things that we have
learned are that traveling is not always necessary,
that two-hour meetings can be reduced to one hour,
and that 90-day reporting has become a habit. We
have also learned the value of relationships and the
difficulty of building those without personal contact.
Another important lesson from 2020 is that companies
are part of society, providing for the financial
livelihood of employees and their families, and with
an ecosystem that can be impacted by Mother Nature.
Interestingly, the balance can be upset by one little
virus that can’t be seen with the naked eye. This
vulnerability shows that, as businesses, we are part
of the wider ecosystem which needs to be treated
with respect. Hence, the NTCC has been, and will
continue to be, very active in pushing for sustainable
business.
Looking ahead, it seems that progress has been
made on developing a vaccine against the coronavirus.
Early reports indicate that the vaccine could be
distributed as early as the beginning of 2021. However,
it will take a while before everybody is vaccinated.
I can imagine that the Thai government will require
proof of vaccination before entering Thailand, and
it would make sense that, if such proof is provided,
the quarantine requirement would be lifted. However,
this might compromise the “zero case” policy that
the government successfully adopted this year, with
strict quarantine requirements for anybody entering
the Kingdom. Time will tell, and it might even be possible
that we will go back to carrying proof of all vaccinations
received, but in electronic form.
At the time of writing, the mainstream media has
declared Joe Biden the President-Elect of the USA.
Stock indices around the world have risen as a result
of this news, driven by the expectation that the new
government will push for stability and predictable
results. However, we are still in turbulent times and
the status quo is being challenged, creating major
threats and opportunities. I am confident that our
NTCC members will seize these opportunities, as we
have shown that we are agile, creative, and persistent
(#keeppushing)
I wish you all a good start to 2021.
Sincerely yours,
Rob Hurenkamp
Chairman of the NTCC Board

Don’t wanna miss out on any NTCC networking opportunity?

Add NTCC on

Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce
15 Soi Tonson, Ploenchit Road, Lumpini,
Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330
+66(0)2 254 6434
hello@ntccthailand.org
www.ntccthailand.org
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Embassy News
Rethinking Trade promotion: Connecting Minds for a
sustainable future

T

…….. oday, we can rightly say that we are living through a historic time. Covid-19 has had a
.........disastrous impact around the world; it has hit our ways of doing business hard. Only
at the beginning of 2020, our business approach was of an entirely different nature. Then
countries were forced to close their borders in the interest of public health, which disrupted
supply chains and broke down trade flows. This unprecedented situation gives us the opportunity
to rethink the restoration of international trade and to build back better. In order to continue
supporting Dutch business during the Covid-19 pandemic and to enable a sustainable recovery
out of the crisis, the Dutch government is also rethinking its trade promotion activities and has
started to use digital means of trade promotion.
One element is the digital trade mission, comprising of
a live, online interactive event with a program aimed at
international markets, accommodating companies to
connect with their stakeholders. The first Dutch
virtual mission was organized to Silicon Valley in June
this year and as this edition of NTCC Magazine is being
published, the first Dutch Virtual Mission to Southeast
Asia will be wrapping up.
On 8 October, Dutch Minister Sigrid Kaag for Foreign
Trade and Development Cooperation and VNO-NCW
president Ingrid Thijssen virtually opened the virtual
trade mission to five countries in three sectors in Southeast
Asia. The mission lasted until 11 December. Both the
duration of the digital mission and geographic scope of
five countries was unprecedented. The reasoning
behind this strategy is to provide long-term activity
programming to enable entrepreneurs to shape
their internationalization strategy throughout a
longer period. The ASEAN5 region is considered a
priority region for Dutch economic diplomacy as they
offer Dutch entrepreneurs many opportunities as this
region will probably be the fourth largest market in the
world in 2030. "By participating in digital trade fairs,
connecting entrepreneurs both here and there, we remain
visible and show that we are open to cooperation, trade
and working towards solutions,” minister Kaag said in
her opening remarks.
This mission connected more than 200 representatives
of Dutch and Southeast Asian companies, organizations
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and knowledge institutions in the field of agriculture,
water management and circular economy. It facilitated
Dutch companies in gaining market information and
new business contacts. The digital mission consisted
of sector specific online group meetings, a series of
thematic webinars with Dutch and Southeast Asian
experts, and tailor-made matchmaking, G2G meetings
and networking sessions. The mission aimed to recreate
the experience of a traditional trade mission, simulated
in an online platform. This digital mission also included
virtually attending major trade exhibitions such as IGEM
and AsiaWater, which were setup in a hybrid form.
Of course, a virtual trade mission cannot beat the real
thing. As we are still shaping this format, we run into
endless possibilities. More people can be connected,
in a less time consuming and environmentally friendly
way. However, there also challenges. How can you
replace the human interaction of an informal networking
event? And to which extent are certain (business) cultures
more prone to doing business virtually than others? Even
though these and other challenges need to be overcome,
we do believe that our way of supporting trade
promotion will not fully go back to the traditional way
and more digitalization will be here to stay.
For more information about how trade promotion could
support your Dutch business, also in these times of
travel restrictions, please feel free to contact the
Economic Department of the Netherlands Embassy in
Thailand at ban-ea@minbuza.nl

Embassy News

Dutch Minister Sigrid Kaag for Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation
and VNO-NCW president Ingrid Thijssen virtually opened the virtual trade mission
to Southeast Asia.

Deputy Prime Minister Don Pramudwinai virtually welcomed the trade mission
to Thailand in a video recording which kicked off the ‘Doing Business in Thailand’
webinar.

Mission participants could become part of the Virtual Holland Pavilion during
the IGEM Trade Fair. They could exhibit their company presentations and make
use of the networking platform.
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Rapid Fundamental Change in a Large organisation
By Brian Taylor, Assistant Cross Campus Principal and Shana Kongmun, Communications Coordinator, Bangkok
Patana School

Often, fundamental change in an organisation occurs in a crisis, Bangkok Patana
School made that shift as the campus closed and learning moved online. The school
pivoted from face-to-face teaching to distance learning in a short period of time.
Plans were already in place to support learning during short interruptions - floods,
political demonstrations etc, but rapid implementation and iteration was required to
support learning during long-term campus closure. As the COVID-19 crisis spread
across the globe, the school consolidated from experimenting with multiple online
platforms (Zoom, Google Meet etc) to using Microsoft Teams. There lay the challenge:
How to make a rapid seismic shift of 350+ colleagues, more than 2,000 students and
their parents onto one platform?
“To beat a virus, you have to think like a virus”
Strategically, there were already pockets of users throughout the school using Teams; there was a colleague in
each Secondary faculty and Year group in Primary School
familiar with the platform. Those teachers could then
cascade their experience and understanding within their
area of expertise. The adoption of Teams was not
necessarily a top down approach, moreover a flat organisational philosophy was taken towards implementation. As Brian Taylor, the Cross Campus Assistant
Principal for Technology Integration, said “To beat a virus,
you have to think like a virus. Students and colleagues in
your closest circles are the ones most suited to transmit
their knowledge and understanding to facilitate change.”
Microsoft Teams was chosen over Zoom
At a time when the rest of the world and other schools
were jumping on Zoom calls, Bangkok Patana were
thinking strategically: “If you want rapid implementation
of a technology like this then you have to think of the
long game, remembering, it is better to be right than to
be first.” Microsoft Teams was chosen over Zoom
and other platforms for several reasons; Zoom is
undoubtedly the market leader in videoconferencing,
but quality of collaboration and dialogue beyond the
initial video meeting is a critical component to support
student learning and their well-being. Conversations
and collaboration continue long after the video call is
over. Teams offers online chat, sharing of documents in
a collaborative manner and allows for digital conversations to progress in a more natural manner. While you
can have digital chat within a Zoom meeting, once the
call is over the conversation tends to revert to traditional
platforms: email, social media. In Teams, once the call is
over, the conversation continues within the platform. As
Brian puts it “the dialogue from the video meeting bleeds
into the Teams channel – it's all in one place.” Additionally,

the Teams emoticons and stickers are familiar to people,
they help ease the transition from email as they give a
more personal feel. As with all similar systems, Teams
is also adapting, for instance, adding break-out rooms
and virtual ‘together mode’ backgrounds of your choice.
‘information = email’, dialogue = Teams’
So how do you get all these people on board so quickly?
Brian explained that a “key component in early adoption
of something new is the ability to play with the technology.
We all learn through play. In a playful low-stakes
environment curiosity drives exploration”. Brian also
points out, “When you install an app on your phone, you
don’t read a PDF manual on how to use it. The app
needs to be intuitive; it must have a low activation
barrier required to get to understand it; in other words,
it shouldn’t require a high degree forms; using chat,
emoticons and video calls.” He said that for many
colleagues the mechanics of using Teams was not so
much an issue. What they found more challenging was
deciding which platform to use for communication.
Email still has its place for mass communication of
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information, but when you need consensus or want the
opinion of others then you need to switch into a platform
that replicates, as best as possible, a conversation.
Brian adds “There has been, and continues to be, a
struggle for people to decide which is the ‘right’ platform
to use, old email habits are hard to break, but really they
should think about the choice in terms of ‘information =
email’, dialogue = Teams’. Of course, we all know that
the best form of communication is face-to-face, and
that also translates to student learning" Brian offered,
“if you have emotions to convey, then email is not the
right platform, we often interpret the words we read,
and those ‘between the lines’, through the lens of how
we are feeling at the time.”
So, what about the learners? “The students, of course, took
to it like a duck to water,” Brian said, “In fact, they are
still using it today, even though they are back in school,
as they find it facilitates conversations and collaboration.
It formed part of the social fabric of the school that was
lost when our campus was closed and, to some extent,
it has continued now we are back on campus. This is
great, as we don’t have to continually explain new
features coming online, they are drip-fed them by
regularly using the platform. Another benefit is that
these conversations are within our ‘digital walled
garden’. We are in the busines of learning from our
mistakes. Better to make a mistake in a platform where

we have more control of access to the information,
rather than it being in a public platform like Snapchat or
Instagram. We can access all interactions and provide
support in making positive contributions to our digital
communities. Our mistakes are a catalyst for learning
opportunities.”
One of the benefits we did not consider at first, beyond
its broad options for working together, is that the platform is
distinct, it isn’t wrapped up in our personal social media
platforms - Facebook, WhatsApp or Line. “It facilitates
the delineation of work and our personal lives”, something
Brian states as important when considering our digital
work-life balance and overall well-being, particularly in
the ‘new normal’ world we live in now.

Candidates on blind dates

By Tom Sorensen
Managing Partner of Tom Sorensen Recruitment
(Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Email: tom.s@tomsorensen.in.th;
Web: www.tomsorensen.in.th

Blind dates are sometimes good, usually bad, and
always weird at the beginning. So are many interviews
between a candidate and a hiring company.

company. Most do not like to cancel such approved
leave at short notice and instead will waste a day or
half day of their meagre annual leave entitlement."

If you have never been on one yourself, a blind date is
when a friend sets you up to meet a mystery person
that you don’t know

Are you hiring a manager or the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court?

It beats me how hiring companies still treat applicants
and candidates as though these people desperately
need a job and subject them to abuse and arrogance
by misinformed hiring managers.

Some hiring companies interview staff and managers
as though they are hiring the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court. The number of interviews seems
to go on forever. Now, if these interviews were done
and over with in one day, it would be acceptable, as it
would showcase your company’s understanding of the
job market where speed to hire the best is now a must
and that you have also considered that the candidate
does not necessarily need your job.

Candidates still tell me how hiring managers and
companies seem unprepared when they turn up for an
interview.
Now, if you have no problems whatsoever attracting,
hiring and retaining staff, you can stop reading now.
We envy you. For the rest of us, please keep reading.
What irritate and upset applicants and candidates?
So if you are a hiring manager, HR Manager or just
someone who applicants and candidates come in
contact with, here’s a list of things that irritate and
upset those people you so badly need to hire – but
probably won’t because they will reject your offer of
employment because of the way they were treated.
"No information was given to the candidate prior to
the interview about how many people she would meet;
their names and what positions they hold in the
company; if it would be one interview with so many
people or perhaps two or three back-to-back meetings
that would last half a day; or how many hours the
interview or interviews will take."
"A good candidate requests leave in advance from
their current employer to make sure they can attend
the interview so candidates do not always appreciate
a last minute change of date and time by the hiring
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"If you are hiring managers or senior executives to
your company, please don’t send your junior human
resources officer to conduct the first interview. It could
easily backfire as senior candidates find it an insult to
their intelligence not to be taken more seriously."
Lift the game and put your best foot forward, which is
in the form of a senior person in your organisation who
has been there, done that, and can even communicate
in that special managerial lingua.

Candidates on blind dates
Filling out application forms is old fashion – stop it!
For some unexplainable reason, applicants and
candidates in Thailand are still asked by many companies
to start their interview by filling out an application form.
This form contains data typically needed once the
person is hired, not during the process of assessing
candidates.
It’s one of those stupid leftovers from a time where
there were more people than jobs, where companies
had the luxury of an abundance of talented candidates
for each vacancy, and where we used a Personnel
Department and not HR.
"Excuse me, where have you been the last 10 years?
It’s 2020 now. Stop this waste of time and paper
please."
One of the biggest complaints I hear from applicants
and candidates is about the lack of feedback following
an interview. There is no regular weekly update on how
the hiring process is progressing or if another candidate
has filled the position, no one bothers to tell the others

that it was not to be this time around.
Your organisation can make a huge difference by
ensuring that every prospective employee who
interviews with you is at least informed that they
were unsuccessful. And why not say thank you for
their time and consideration?
The only way to get staff is to take them from someone
else. How do you do that? Read all of the above again.
Share this story with everyone who is involved in hiring.
Good luck.

‘TRUE DUTCH ENTREPRENEURS WILL NOT ONLY SURVIVE THE CRISIS,
BUT THEY MAY ALSO EVEN EVOLVE STRONGER!’
– Jos Campman, Typisch Thailand

H

……….ow do Dutch entrepreneurs resist the Corona
........crisis in Thailand? The answer is in the series
of interviews by Jos Campman on his website Typisch
Thailand (Typical Thailand). The 30th episode of ‘Hoe
is het nu met’ (‘How are things now with’) will be
published soon. What are the first conclusions?
%\7UɤQ;XkQ1JX\rQ

"It is remarkable how resilient Dutch businesspeople are
in Thailand", says Jos Campman (62) of Typical Thailand after more than 25 episodes of the series ‘Hoe is
het nou met’."
"Right now the true entrepreneurs are showing
themselves. While struggling to find solutions for the
damage caused by the Corona-crisis, they find new
ways and discover new opportunities. They will not
only survive the crisis, but they may also even evolve
stronger."
"For Typical Thailand, I spoke with businessmen who totally depended on international tourism. They have now
started a completely different business. Travel agent
Jeroen Jansen, for example, now trades in fresh orange
juice. And tour-bicycle entrepreneur Andre Breuer now
also sells bouquets of soap flowers."
"My deepest respect also for entrepreneurs whose
exports collapsed due to lockdowns and are now entering the local Thai market with new products. Jim
Cromzigt is a good example. He used to import and
export premium coffee and now he produces and sells
for his own brand of local coffee in Thailand."
Jos Campman also is impressed by Dutch hospitality
business, affected by borders shutdown and lockdown.
"Pieter van Roon fromThe Hangover started to import
and distribute frikadellen. Mathieu Corporaal and Bart
Munsters in Jomtien and Martijn Bolhoeve in Hua Hin
have started organizing more activities for local guests.
Maarten Groeneveld of Bangkok’s The Kitchen at
Yenakart has started baking pies, which he now
successfully sells in his new shop and through
colleagues elsewhere in Thailand. And on deserted
Phuket, Jim Ophorst still manages to standout in the
competition with his Michelin-star."
In ‘Hoe is het nou met’ also interviews with Dutchman
who are committed to others, now more than usual.
Rob Hurenkamp and Hans van den Born of the NTCC,
dealing with problems among members. And Annalies
Lutjen from NVT-Pattaya, organising activities for
pensioners.
"And I definitely wanted to talk with people who attract
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charities. They, too, must now show all the inventiveness
and entrepreneurial spirit: Sallo Polak in Chiang Mai, Friso
Poldervaart in Bangkok and wildlife-man Edwin Wiek."
"The story’s of all those people together paint a good
picture of our strange life right now in Thailand. Let’s
hope soon this all will be history and my writings will be
just chapters of a book for future reading."
Typisch Thailand itself also provided charity-assistance
during the lockdown. Jos Campman initiated a centrally
organised money collection for food aid. NTCC, Mazars
and Thailand Zakelijk participated and more than 20,000
euros was collected.
"I spend quite a lot of time creating Typical Thailand on
a voluntary basis and then it is good to see that such an
aid initiative is well received. It shows that people have
trust in Typical Thailand as a medium."
Jos Campman - retired editor-in-chief and ceo in the
business of newspapers, radio and TV - does not want
Typical Thailand to be an open stage where everyone
just shouts.
"The outcome would be a lot of uncontrolled, not
useful information. I prefer my own judgement based
on my journalistic background, interests and information
from main parts of the Dutch community including the
NTCC. I think I know what is going on and what kind of
information is needed and liked."
"This also resulted in the section ‘Typical Thailand Tips’
with information from and for fellow countrymen about
going out, new activities and special discounts. Glad the
NTCC supports this initiative. It is also good to see that
some entrepreneurs get to know each other through
their stories on Typical Thailand, exchange ideas and
start to work together here and there."
Would you like to tell your story?
Contact: typischthailand@hotmail.com
The series ‘Hoe is het nou met’ can be found at:
https://typischthailand.com. News updates at:
www.facebook.com/typischthailand

Sustainability for Business Forum 2020
Sustainability for Business Forum 2020 was successfully organised by the Franco-Thai Chamber of Commerce
(FTCC), Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce (NTCC) and Thai-Swedish Chamber of Commerce (TSCC),
at Bangkok Marriott Marquis Queen’s Park on Thursday 8th October.
This year, the event was well attended by approximately 200 representatives from international and Thai companies.
It was organised in 3 main tracks: Smart, Sustainable and Resilient Cities, Sustainable Lifestyles - Fashion & Beauty
and Food of the Future.
NTCC wants to thank our inspiring corporate executives, business practitioners and service providers for bringing
up-to-date insights, bold ideas, innovations, business solutions and applications of the latest sustainable trends.
We also want to thank H.E. Mr. Kees Rade, our Ambassador for his inspiring opening remarks. Additionally, we are
grateful to our strategic partner, USAID and sponsors, Tetra Pak, L'Oreal Thailand, Ventury Co., Ltd. and NTCC
members, Sentinel Solution Thailand, Faber Flags Asia Co., Ltd. and SkyPoint Hospitality and IT.
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Sustainability for Business Forum 2020

THANKS TO OUR GREAT SPONSORS!
Our strategic partners

Our advisors

Our sponsors
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NTCC RETHINK.BUSINESS Awards Dinner 2020
2020 marked the year of the 22nd edition of the NTCC Business Awards Dinner. Every year
members are looking forwards to compete with other member companies for the prestigious
NTCC Awards, which is why the business awards have become the most important event
and the highlight of the year for the chamber and its members. On top of the lovely dinner
provided by Siam Kempinski Hotel Bangkok, the guests could also enjoy the great variety of
entertainment this year! To top of the evening, an afterparty was organised at Hanuman bar
with a live pianist and singer, for those who wanted to extend the exciting evening.
This year's version of the gala dinner, the NTCC
RETHINK.BUSINESS Awards Dinner, attracted more
than 340 guests who come to dine in the elegant
Chadra ballroom of Siam Kempinski Hotel Bangkok.
On arrival, the guests were immediately greeted with
wines provided by Comptoir Francais du Vin and
Heineken beers. The guests had the possibility to
have their picture taken, enjoying the delicious floating
canapas and drinks while networking with others. In
this event, NLinBusiness also supported the VR Headset
for "Virtual Reality gateway to the Netherlands." So,
the selected group of guests could start their journey
in the VR application or immerse themselves in the
integrated solutions and Dutch companies on this
platform.
After all attendees had found their seats in the bustling
ballroom, Mr Rob Hurenkamp, the president of the
NTCC and H.E. Mr Kees Rade, Ambassador of the
Kingdom of The Netherlands, welcomed everyone
with their opening remarks and announced the keynote
speaker of the night Mr. Prinn Panitchpakdi.
Our president enlightened the audience by explaining
the theme of our annual business, award dinner, "Rethink your business". He spoke about how we all have
been adjusting our business in one way or another. Rob
believes that the "rethink your business" approach will
encourage you as a member to contact any of your
fellow members for any business transaction.
Following the inspiring opening remark by H.E. Mr Kees
Rade where he explained about the impacts of COVID-19
to businesses and how all the candidates had adapted
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their way of doing business to the new reality as he was
also a member of the jury.
Finally, Prinn Panitchpakdi, our keynote speaker,
addressed about how the Dutch have been frontrunners in innovations, adapting to the fast-changing
business environment and therefore staying relevant in
the world. When the first set of entertainment finished,
it was time for the first round of speeches. There were
three categories in total, and all nominees have given a
1-minute pitch and one question to influence their
choice. The three categories are Rethink your Market,
Rethink your Footprint and Rethink your Business Model.
Immediately after the one-minute pitches in a category,
the voting started, and the winner was announced
shortly after. Read more about the winners in the
following pages of the magazine.
A final group photo with all nominees, jury members and
speakers were taken.
Finally, the Lucky Draw was held, with prizes kindly
sponsored by KLM, Siam Kempinski Hotel Bangkok,
Milestone Logistics, Bumrungrad International
Hospital and VitalLife, Elephant Parade, Comptoir
Francais du Vin and Philanthropy Connections Foundation. The night was concluded by a performance from
Tiempo Live Band and guests enjoying the dessert.
A bunch of people joined us at Hanuman bar of the
Siam Kempinski Hotel Bangkok for the afterparty, which
was incredibly fun and the perfect way to conclude
the evening. Chupito's shots from Catunambu, Coffee
Group Asia were extremely popular again!

THE RETHINKERS OF 2020
This year's Business Awards had three categories: Rethink your Market, Rethink your
Footprint and Rethink your Business Model, NTCC members were invited to compete in
these categories. Three segments had two nominees.

RETHINK YOUR MARKET

Faber Flags Asia – Winner
Marc of Faber Flags Asia is a clear example of agility and entrepreneurial spirit to seize opportunities in a
challenging business environment. With a new product range to keep us all safe from the pandemic!

Movenpick BDMS Wellness Resort Bangkok– First Runner-Up
Bruno as seasoned and well-respected hotelier together with his team has taken a leading role in providing
a safe stay and return to Thailand possible for the foreign business community.
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THE RETHINKERS OF 2020
RETHINK YOUR FOOTPRINT

Qualy & Co – Winner
The example of using discarded floating fishing nets sourced directly from local fishing communities, and
turning these into amazingly artistic home products shows his creative and sustainable business approach.

De Smit Food – First Runner-Up
Erwin his ambition to expand his growing business even further and at the same time providing a sustainable
income for more farmers in the Southern part of Thailand is truly remarkable.

RETHINK YOUR BUSINESS MODEL

Mitr Phol Group - Winner
The Mitr Phol Group is a shining beacon of a forward-looking Thai conglomerate with the right vision and
sustainability close at heart in all their processes.

Coffee Group Asia – First Runner-Up
Jim's passion, not only for his coffee brands but also his decisive move to take full control of the supply
chain and sales distribution is very impressive!
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THANKS TO OUR GREAT SPONSORS!
Premium Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

In-Kind Sponsors
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Recent NTCC Events

Brand Storytelling for Businesses in Thailand
Mr David Norcross, Managing Director, and Mr Justin
St-Denis, Senior Storyteller of the Lexicon, did a fantastic job in the “Brand Storytelling for Businesses in Thailand” on 24 September 2020.
The webinar was hosted at our NTCC office within the
Netherlands Embassy in Bangkok. Lexicon has shared
with us how businesses can use storytelling as a tool to
stand out from competitors by making their customer
into a hero. Justin and David provided us with a 7-step
plan of brand storytelling that you can start implementing immediately.
The recording is available via NTCC website and YouTube!

NTCC Industry 4.0 Webinar: “Embracing Robotic
Applications in Boosting Economic Performance
within APeC”
NTCC in close cooperation with KUKA, successfully
organised Industry 4.0 Webinar: “Embracing Robotic
Applications in Boosting Economic Performance within
APeC” on Wednesday 30 September 2020.
This sharing session emphasised on Industry 4.0 and
Smart Manufacturing, Market Intelligence for Robotics
and Trends for APeC countries, including case studies,
opportunities and challenges, presented by our guest
speakers; Mr Alan Fam, Chief Regional Officer of KUKA
Robotics – APeC, Mr Neoh Sin Joo, Regional Sales Director
of KUKA Robotics – APeC, and Mr Tawiwat Reongpunyaroj,
Chief Executive Officer of KUKA Thailand & Vietnam.
For those who missed the webinar, check out NTCC
website and YouTube

5 October’s NTCC Cafe Monday

Dutch Virtual Trade Mission to Southeast Asia

October’s NTCC Cafe was extra special because we were
serving Dutch Herring along with other Dutch delicacies
on the Char Rooftop Bar, Hotel Indigo Bangkok.

NTCC in collaboration with NLinBusiness and Netherlands Embassy in Bangkok organised the “Dutch Virtual
Trade mission to Southeast Asia” on 14 October. This
virtual mission facilitated Dutch companies and companies from Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand
and Vietnam in the sectors agrifood, water and waste
management in gaining market information and new
business contacts.

Traditionally, at the beginning of October in the Netherlands, people are celebrating the beginning of the month
by eating Dutch Herring with white bread. Therefore, it
was indeed a great way to start the month of October.

For people who have not attended this “Doing business
in Thailand session”, you can check out NTCC website
and Youtube.
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Recent NTCC Events
Experience the exclusive possibilities for your business in the EEC
Supported by Thailand Convention and Exhibition Bureau (TCEB), the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce (NTCC)
on behalf of the Joint Foreign Chambers of Commerce (JFCCT), had successfully organised Thailand’s Eastern Economic
Corridor “Experience the exclusive possibilities for your business in the EEC” on Friday 18 September 2020, from
08:30 – 20:00. We welcome more than 130+ physical attendees from Bangkok, Chonburi and Rayong, and 70+ online
attendees were zooming in from all around the world.
The morning program started with a company visit to (1) Revima Asia Pacific Co., Ltd., (2) Autoliv Asia ROH Co.,
Ltd., (3) Canadian Solar Manufacturing Thailand, and (4) Katoen Natie, representing the real successful cases of
foreign business established in the EEC, who are a member of Franco-Thai Chamber of Commerce (FTCC), Thai
– Swedish Chamber of Commerce (SweCham), Thai-Canadian Chamber of Commerce (CanCham Thailand), and
Belgian-Luxembourg/Thai Chamber of Commerce (BeLuThai) respectively.
For the afternoon session, guests were welcome at the Grande Ballroom, Rayong Marriott Resort & Spa for a coffee
reception and official opening remarks by Mr. Stanley Kang, Chairman of JFCCT, Dr. Jingjai Hanchanlash, Vice Chairman
of the Thai Chamber of Commerce, Dr. Luxmon Attapich, Deputy Secretary-General of the Eastern Economic Corridor
Office of Thailand (EECO), Ms. Sonklin Ploymee, Executive Investment Advisor & Executive Director of Industrial Linkage
Development Division of the Board of Investment of Thailand (BOI), and Mr. Salanroj Sutaschuto, Director of Central &
Eastern Regional Office of TCEB, followed by a Memorandum of Understanding signing ceremony between JFCCT and
TCEB, and a panel discussion “Experience the exclusive possibilities for your business in the EEC” by Mr. Stanley Kang,
Chairman of JFCCT, Dr. Kanate Wangpaichitr, Assistant Secretary-General, Investment Promotion of EECO, Mr. Salanroj Sutaschuto, Director of Central & Eastern Regional Office of TCEB and Mr. Stefan van der Sluys, CEO of Best Global
Logistics Thailand. The panel was moderated by Dr. Supareak Charlie Chomchan, Chairman of JFCCT SME Committee.
A networking opportunity was also provided to all attendees at the foyer, together with the information booths from
EECO, BOI, TCEB, and Amata.
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Recent NTCC Events

Serious Gaming: Fun while solving serious challenges

2 November’s NTCC Cafe Monday

Is it possible to face the challenges of today while keeping
track of the developments of tomorrow?

NTCC Cafe, as usual, every first Monday of the month,
hosted the networking event on the Char Rooftop Bar,
Hotel Indigo Bangkok Wireless Road. Our members
enjoyed catching up with your friends, sipping a drink,
on the 26th floor with a panoramic view of the spectacular
Bangkok's business district.

Serious games can be distinguished from regular games
by their purpose. Where regular games are developed
primarily for fun and recreation, the main goals of a serious
game are to learn and generate changes in behaviour.
On 29 October, 2020, our expert speaker Nicolien Hendrickx, has shown the variety of possibilities gaming
has to offer to the logistics & transportation sector by
zooming into some practical logistics games developed
by TNO often together with one or more partners.
The recording is available via NTCC website and YouTube!

Design Methodology Webinar: Sustainable Innovation is
a result of structured thinking
Our guest speaker, Dr. -Ing. Alex Brezing, a lecturer at the
International Sirindhorn Thai-German Graduate School
of Engineering (TGGS) and owner of LINTALAE PPDI Co.,
Ltd, talked about Design Methodology in the webinar via
Zoom on 26 November.
Design Methodology is an open collection of mental tools
and management techniques, many of which seem
almost common sense and applicable in a wide range
of problem-solving and creative situations. This webinar
gave an overview of the wide range of possibilities and
introduced the key strategies for instant application.

Quick Review 2020, Fast Forward into 2021
The current 2020 year, which started off well for most
industries and sectors, changed into a complete
unprecedented scenario never seen before and heavily
impacted us all.
NTCC, BeluThai, BCCT together with Rob Hurenkamp,
Managing Partner of the recently rebranded Mazars
Thailand has organised the “Quick review 2020, Fast
Forward into 2021” on 1 December at BarSu, Sheraton
Grande Sukhumvit. Khun Rob zoomed into a few
important sectors for the Thai economy and how the
outlook for the new year 2021 looks like.

If you miss the webinar, check out NTCC website and YouTube.
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Chase Your Success,
SAFELY.

At B-Quik we provide you with the right tire for the road you choose.

B-Quik one stop shop professional car service, open everyday from 8:00-21:00 hours. Tel. 1153

New corporate members

IAC Acoustics
(Thailand) Co., Ltd.

6/54-56 Poemsin Soi 42,
Ongern, Sai Mai,
Bangkok, 10220

Michel Rosmolen
Director

Sanae Beach Club
(Boutique hotel)

Jacqueline
van der Laan

69/19 Soi Moo Baan Kao Tao
Nong Kae, Hua Hin,
Prachuap Khirikhan 77110

F&B Manager

T: +66 (0) 21 012 827
E: info@iac-acoustics.co.th
W: www.iac-acoustics.co.th

T: +66 (0) 80 669 1365
E: fnb-manager@sanaebeachclub.com
W: www.sanaebeachclub.com

IAC Acoustics (Thailand) Co., Ltd is an noise control and
industrial acoustics company. We provide total custom-made
solutions from the primary stage of design to the final stage of
site installation.

Sanae Beach Club is a small boutique resort right at the idyllic
Hat Sai Noi Beach in Khao Tao Sanae Beach Club is a
professional, pet friendly with a personal touch. Whether
you are looking for a perfect location to getaway, plan
a wedding, romantic dinner or any other event/celebration
location, Sanae can offer the complete package. Our
restaurant offers a mainly Mediterranean Cuisine, all a la
minute freshly prepared with only the best ingredients.

IAC Acoustics can help you with any acoustic project. From
specialist anechoic chambers, through to architecturally
finished acoustic doors and windows. From diesel generator
installations through to haul truck attenuation. From residences
to auditoria.

OMP Company Limited
942/49-50 Charn Issara Tower1,
G-Floor
Rama 4, Suriyawong, Bangrak
Bangkok 10500

Oranuj Saengthong
Managing Director

T: +66 (0) 2 611 2575
E: oranuj@ompcompany.com
W: www.ompcompany.com
OMP Company Limited was created to simplify and enhance the
process of furnishing office environments through a range of
high-quality services and supporting technology. We have ability
to take a project from start to finish with a manual of service and
products that client can choose.
Our main purpose is to offer high performance organizations an
office solution that matches their needs for innovation, design,
quality, and services. OMP Company is able to take a project from
start to finish with services ranging from site survey, designing
layouts to office moving or installation. Its products range from
top-end lines i.e. imported product to sourcing local product that
suites customer’s budget better. Therefore, clients can think of
OMP Company when they need to reconfigure, plan, move, or
renovate their offices.

Control Union
(Thailand) Co.,Ltd.

20,22 Lasalle 77
Sukhumvit 105, Bangnatai
Bangna, Bangkok, 10260

Steef Ritzema

Managing Director

T: +66 (0) 2 361 1960-9
E: sritzema@controlunion.com
W: www.petersoncontrolunion.com
From our roots in agricultural inspections, we have been
operating for 100 years in the field of logistics, quality,
certifications, and risk management.
Our in-depth knowledge and experience cover all aspects
of the supply chain in many industries including agriculture,
energy, forestry, sustainability, and textiles. Upholding our
integrity is paramount to Peterson and Control Union. We
act with honesty and respect in everything we do.
Control Union Thailand offers certifications, commodity
inspections and collateral services. We are mainly active
in agriculture, textile, social accountability, aquaculture &
fisheries, forestry & biomass, and feed.
Peterson Thailand is focusing on sustainability and traceability consulting, mainly in agriculture related supply
chains.
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New corporate members

Priva Horticulture Group BV
Zijlweg 3
Zuid-Holland
2678 LC

Bram Koppert

VP Strategy & Business
Development Horticulture

T: +3 1174 522 600
E: bram.koppert@priva.com
W: www.priva.com

Priva is a high-tech company that develops hardware, software,
and services in the field of climate control, energy saving and
optimal reuse of water. We do that for horticulture, indoor
and city farming, and utility buildings such as offices, retail,
hotels, and hospitals. With 450 colleagues, 15 local offices in
12 countries and over 400 international installation partners,
we deliver our sustainable solutions and services in more
than 100 countries.

28th Floor, CTI Tower, 191/14
Ratchadapisek Road, Klongtoey
Bangkok 10110

131 Soi Charoenrat 7 Yaek 7,
Bangklo, Bangkolaem,
Bangkok 10120

Thosaphol
Suppameteekulwat
Marketing Director

T: +66 (0) 2 689 8591
E: Thos@qualyandco.com
W: www.qualydesign.com

We create a climate for growth.

Rhenus Logistics Co., Ltd.

New Arriva Co., Ltd

Tim Burger

Director of Warehouse
and Transport Thailand

We design for a Sustainable World. Qualy Design is an
eco-focused design brand which produces innovative
designs, inspiring people to be more eco-conscious. With
a philosophy of minimizing waste and promoting a circular
economy, we manufacture our products from plastic recycled
from various single-use sources, including PET bottles and PE
bags.

Movaci Company Limited
420/11-13 Changklan Rd.,
Changklan, Muang
Chiang Mai 50100

Darryl Crist

Business Director, COO

T: +66 (0) 2 261 5380
E: tim.burger@th.rhenus.com
W: www.rhenus.com/en/th/about-us

T: +66 (0) 5 392 0555
E: darryl@movaci.com
W: www.movaci.com

The Rhenus Group is a leading logistics service provider with
global business operations and an annual turnover of EUR 5.5
billion. Rhenus has business sites at 750 locations worldwide and
employs 33,000 people.

Movaci is a global company providing first-class Managed
IT and IT Security Services to small and medium-sized
businesses and organizations. As an extension of your
IT department or your sole provider, Movaci takes the
headache out of IT to free you to what you do best – run
your business.

The Rhenus Group provides solutions for a wide variety of different
sectors along the complete supply chain; they include multimodal
transport operations, warehousing, customs clearance as well as
innovative value-added services.
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Member News

In 2020, Badotherm Far East Company Limited (BFE), Joint Venture with Badotherm Netherlands
has entered in to a partnership agreement with Thermo-Electric Instrumentation BV, Netherlands
for representation of their products in ASEAN Countries and South Korea. BFE will support the
customers with supply and service of Thermo Electric products such as Temperature sensors (T/C
& RTD) High pressure thermocouples Thermowells Multipoint temperature sensors Skin (Tube)
temperature sensor. Thermo-Electric is a world-renowned Organization and leads the portfolio in
Temperature Sensing Elements that caters to all process industries. Its products are well received by all
users, EPC’s, PMC’s, Engineering Consultants, OEM’s and also possess various certifications required
for the geographical area, industries and applications.
Badotherm Far East is proud of this partnership and we believe that this partnership will swing the
pendulum to greater heights in due course of time.
Badotherm Products
Direct Mount Remote Seals

SS Fillable Contact Gauge

Thermo Electric Signature Products
High End Temperature Measurement Elements

Multi-Point and Proflexi Temperature Sensors

Badotherm, due to the increased demand of temperature sensing elements, has plans in
place to assemble, integrate and test in the Thailand facility with the technology know-how
from Thermoelectric.
Dr. AK Kala
Brasten Group of Companies
President & CEO
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Member News
Bumrungrad’s Preventive Genomics and
Family Check-up Services

Bumrungrad International Preventive Genomics
and Family Check-up Services is providing
diagnosis, treatment, and advice, including risk
assessment and screening for diseases caused
by genetic abnormalities. Geneticists, pharmacists, and scientists are working together
effectively as a multidisciplinary team with
extensive experience along with international
standard genetic testing laboratory.
What is the type of genetic testing?
The test to predict the chance of serious diseases
that may require preventive measure or intensive
surveillance. The test to predict the likelihood of
allergies, efficacy, and safety of certain drugs.
For couples who plan to have children, the
analysis will focus on genetic diseases that can
pass to their children.
Who should have a genetic test, and when?
In the past, genetic tests often rendered in patients
presented with illness. But nowadays, it is
recommended for healthy persons who concern
about the risk of genetic disease that can be
prevented or monitored. In such cases, anyone
can request for genetic testing.
Preventive Genomics and Family Check-up Services
For more information and make appointment
Tel: 02-011-14890 , 02-011-14891
Hotline: 065-929-8320 (Through 8:00 am to 8:00 pm)
Service Hours: Monday through Sunday 8:00 am
to 8:00 pm
Email: geneticmedicine@bumrungrad.com
Scan to view the packages

East - West Seed (EWS) l You can grow
your own way

COVID-19 has had a devastating impact on
global health and presented a stark reminder of
the importance of staying healthy.
With this in mind, East-West Seed (EWS) first
focused on maintaining a steady supply of seeds
to farmers - to ensure the food chain was protected in case of logistic challenges caused by
lockdowns and other restrictions.
Secondly, the company looked at ways in which
to empower urban growers, or farmers who wish
to buy smaller packs, to grow their own vegetables
to boost the availability of nutritious food and
food security. For the urban grower audience,
buying seeds online was crucial as travel
restrictions, quarantines and work from home
became a sudden reality in many countries
including Thailand.
EWS immediately responded to the unique
needs of vegetable growers with several
e-commerce stores in Thailand including
sorndaengseed.com, Lazada and Shopee.
To illustrate the rising demand, research via
Google Trends shows a significant spike in urban
gardening related keywords at the start of the
pandemic which peaks in April to May.
Google Trends is not a representation of search
volumes, instead is a way to indicate when
search terms were at their most popular over
a period of time. Peak popularity of the phrase or
keyword is shown by a value of 100.
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Member News
Preparing for the post-COVID-19
business landscape

Indorama Ventures’ RECO Young
Designer Competition 2020: Start
from the Street

COVID-19 is one of the most significant
events we’ve seen so far this century. Over the
recent months Grant Thornton have helped
many organisations develop their business
continuity plan for the crisis. In our series of
articles related to COVID-19, we’ve focused
on what businesses should be doing now
and in the near term: weathering the storm,
managing cash, preparing financial reports,
and looking after the well-being of staff.
Eventually the crisis will end, but businesses
should consider what the post-crisis landscape will look like and how to position
themselves to thrive within it.
Businesses that do not have any online
capacity will have to quickly develop their
e-commerce infrastructure to maintain their
relevance. We will also see the ongoing trend
of remote working. This long-term shift could
lead to higher productivity while saving on the
cost of office space.
Some businesses will likely to re-focus their
efforts on core activities, while outsourcing
the remaining tasks. This allows for increased
focus during normal periods, in addition to
greater agility when facing future crises.
By making the right plans now, organisations
can build resiliency and set themselves up
to thrive in a forever-changed landscape.
For more information, visit our COVID-19
microsite providing up-to-date coverage of
business-related policy developments, plus
strategic advice for handling this ongoing
situation.

Indorama Ventures kicks off “RECO Young
Designer Competition 2020” (RECO) for the
ninth consecutive year. The competition is
for young-blood designers aged 17-35 to
submit a sustainable fashion collection under
the concept of ‘REVIVE: Start from Street’.
Selected contestants had the opportunity
to join eco-design workshops to learn and
develop their collections with the advice of
professionals. 11 finalists are on process of
creating their upcycled design collection to
showcase at the Finale at ICON Siam in early
2021.
RECO's initiatives have evolved along with
the principle of the 3Rs: Reduce, Reuse, and
Recycle. One of the competition’s key
intentions is to inspire and raise awareness
that post-consumer PET and polyester is
valuable. Indorama Ventures hopes that this
competition will be a driving force in nurturing
sustainable fashion concepts and increasing
the acceptance of recycled materials in our
communities.
30 shortlisted contestants were selected
and attended eco-design workshops led by
fashion and design gurus, who helped
enhance their knowledge and skills of
designing and utilizing recycled materials.
Find out more information and updates about
RECO Young Designer Competition 2020 at
www.indoramaventures.com/en/reco and
www.facebook.com/recoyoungdesigner.
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Member News
“YOU THE BOSS": A NEW GENERATION
EMBRACES SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP"

Travel Exclusive Asia l RE-Thinking
Business

TRAVEL EXCLUSIVE ASIA
enjoy a different journey

MYANMAR | THAILAND | VIETNAM

Amidst all the chaos of COVID-19, we are
pleased that PCF was able to participate in
an annual Dutch event - ‘Jij de Baas’ (You the
Boss). Several of our volunteers represented
us at this school charity event in The Netherlands.
Here, young students have the opportunity to
funnel their passion for change into
social entrepreneurship. Inspired by the
organisations represented, the students go
on to set up small businesses to raise funds
for the charity of their choice.
Our volunteers ran workshops introducing as
many students as possible
to what we do and why we do it, while
other volunteers staffed the booth, handing
out flyers and introducing students to PCF.
Regardless of whom they choose to support,
encouraging a new generation is worth all the
effort. Events like ‘Jij de Baas’ open up new
doors to students showing them the significance of social responsibility and the impact
they can have. They can be part of something
bigger than themselves. Starting already at
this young age to be
excited about helping others, we hope they
will continue doing this in the future!
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Travel Exclusive Asia is build upon decennia
of experience, by two entrepreneurs who
realized that tours in the region needed a
new and different touch. Rowing against the
stream, we believe it is all about putting you
and your clients central and in the spotlight.
We have fully owned offices in Thailand,
Vietnam and Myanmar and soon expect to
open also in Laos, Cambodia and Indonesia
in order to be able to give you a full network
over the region. This will provide our clients
with a full-service network across the region.
We believe in leveraging the individual
entrepreneurship of our managing associates, who will build the operations in
their respective markets always with the
values and delivery commitments Travel
Exclusive Asia holds dear, in mind.
The RE-thinking process of our company had
started a while back and now we are not only
in the B2B business but have come out very
strongly with B2C packages; for the larger
companies wanting to organize outings, for
universities, for those expats wanting to have
a great short trip though lovely Thailand and
of course for the locals alike.
We also put a very strong emphasis on
Sustainability and with Travelife and Local
Happinez which we are fast tracking.

Everything under control

PROCESS AUTOMATION
AND CONTROL SOLUTIONS

$GGLQJYDOXHWRDZLGHVHFWLRQRIKLJKSHUIRUPDQFHFXVWRPHUVZLWKLQWKH$VLD3DFL¿F
region, our professionals execute turn-key projects in process, manufacturing,
infrastructure and data-centre environments. We offer custom designed solutions
covering these industries, and more:

Food & Beverage

Consumer Packaged Goods

Petrochemical

Data Centres

Energy

Logistics

Automotive

Environmental

www.zi-argus.com
ZI-ARGUS IS A BUSINESS OF ZUELLIG INDUSTRIAL WITH OFFICES IN
THAILAND, INDONESIA, THE PHILIPPINES, AUSTRALIA, SINGAPORE
www.zuelligindustrial.com

